WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU RETURN TO CAMPUS

SAFETY PRACTICES TO PROTECT ALL OF US FROM THE SPREAD OF COVID-19

SCREENING

» You will be screened daily at limited entry points across campus.

» Temperature will be taken and you’ll be asked brief questions about symptoms/risks.

» Daily screening verification in the form of a dated sticker must be placed on badge for re-entry onto campus.

» You are expected to wear a mask on campus, inclusive of at screening points and when entering the buildings. Building entry requires a mask.

» Note the designated markings at 6 feet; only proceed forward once the person ahead moves forward.

SOCIAL DISTANCE

» Maintain a safe distance (6 feet) between you and your colleague. Passing or standing near colleagues within 6' of each other, when masked, has little risk of infection.

» Use helpful technology like Microsoft Teams for meetings and conversations.

» Limit elevator passengers to 3 or less.

BE HEALTHY, BE CLEAN

» Soap is very effective. Wash hands often.

» Employee Health & Wellness available for health needs and testing: 210-450-8000.

» A significant number of resources are available for you. Visit the COVID 19 site UTHealthSA.com/coronavirus to find the complete list.

MASKS

» Masks must be worn at all times on campus.

» Cloth masks effectively prevent spray and are available for employees. Managers can email CVPPE@uthscsa.edu to receive tracked allotment.

» Clinical and patient-facing staff will receive appropriate masks for maximum safety precaution.

» You will be responsible for cleaning and maintaining the institutionally-provided cloth mask. No replacement mask will be provided if the cloth mask is lost or destroyed.

CLEAN & DISINFECT

» Doors, elevators, restrooms and other high-touch public spaces are disinfected multiple times daily.

» Hand sanitizer machines are located near entry points to the campus.

» Cleaning kits are available for supplemental cleaning in departments.

IMPORTANT CONTACTS

» Nurse Triage HOTLINE: 210-450-8000

» Environmental Health & Safety: 210-567-2955